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Abstract: Blockchain, the underlying technology powering the Bitcoin cryptocurrency, is a distributed
ledger that creates a distributed consensus on a history of transactions. Cryptocurrency transaction
verification takes substantially longer than it does for conventional digital payment systems. Despite
blockchain’s appealing benefits, one of its main drawbacks is scalability. Designing a solution
that delivers a quicker proof of work is one method for increasing scalability or the rate at which
transactions are processed. In this paper, we suggest a solution based on parallel mining rather
than solo mining to prevent more than two miners from contributing an equal amount of effort
to solving a single block. Moreover, we propose the idea of automatically selecting the optimal
manager over all miners by using the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. This process
solves many problems of blockchain scalability and makes the system more scalable by decreasing
the waiting time if the manager fails to respond. Additionally, the proposed model includes the
process of a reward system and the distribution of work. In this work, we propose the particle swarm
optimization proof of work (PSO-POW) model. Three scenarios have been tested including solo
mining, parallel mining without using the PSO process, and parallel mining using the PSO process
(PSO-POW model) to ensure the power and robustness of the proposed model. This model has been
tested using a range of case situations by adjusting the difficulty level and the number of peers. It
has been implemented in a test environment that has all the qualities required to perform proof
of work for Bitcoin. A comparison between three different scenarios has been constructed against
difficulty levels and the number of peers. Local experimental assessments were carried out, and the
findings show that the suggested strategy is workable, solves the scalability problems, and enhances
the overall performance of the blockchain network.

Keywords: blockchain; particle swarm optimization; PSO-POW; efficiency in financial transactions;
parallel mining

1. Introduction

The banking business has been serving as a middleman for financial transactions since
its inception. They have offered the trust necessary for the flow of money. The banking
system has always been impacted by technology. Banks have continuously changed how
they operate to keep up with information and technological innovation. For information
flow, banks are now linked to technology networks like Society for Worldwide Interbank
Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT). Therefore, the banking sector depends entirely on
technology to carry out daily tasks.

Banks are frequently criticized for being wasteful, expensive, and opaque. Neobanks
and fintech companies such as PayPal, Revolut, and N26 are upending traditional banks
with their creative solutions. Blockchain offers an answer to these complaints as well as
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a competitive edge over the fintech sector. The interest in blockchain has expanded signifi-
cantly over time, and recently, central banks and governments have also been investigating
its potential applications. The potential of blockchain is being explored by numerous banks
globally, so the future is undoubtedly bright.

Financial industry cybersecurity experts need to stay up to date on the risks, industry
rules, and technology needed to stop assaults. The following are a few advantages of
blockchain for cybersecurity:

• Preventing the spread of malware. The blockchain can be used to validate software
upgrades and downloads;

• Securing the transfer of data. Transactions are protected by encryption;
• The cloud. Attacks on physical servers are prevented by decentralized storage;
• Defending against distributed denial of service (DDoS) assaults. DDoS assaults cannot

target a single point of access because of the distributed blockchain design.

A financial service is an automated system for telecommunication that helps the
customers to perform financial transactions in a public space without needing human
intervention. Scalability is a very important factor in financial transactions for achieving the
acceptable throughput of secured transactions. In addition, generating high performance
transactions is also very important to be handled without the disturbance of unauthorized
access. Thus, scalability can be defined in the finance world as the ability to improve the per-
formance in terms of throughput [1]. Unfortunately, financial services also have a number
of limitations such as the following: security, stability, integrity and goods’ tampering.

Consequently, there is a need to secure financial transactions which depend on mod-
ern technologies that try to prevent any unauthorized access. Science and technology
are in rapid development. In addition, computer networks are widely used in differ-
ent fields. Blockchain technology is one of the most efficient network technologies [1]
which is used about all industry sections including artificial intelligence [2], the health-
care sector [3–6], financial transactions [7], the Internet of things [8,9], the government
sector [10,11], and others [12]. Each one of these fields profits from blockchain’s advantages,
which are the following: transparent, decentralized, and immutable and fully distributed
peer-to-peer architecture.

Blockchain may be a key driver for the banking industry. The use of blockchain is
a good solution to deal with these problems. However, despite the attractive advantages
of the blockchain, scalability is one of its major limitations. Simply put, scalability is the
transaction number that is processed per second. In blockchain, scalability is small and
insufficient (up to seven for Bitcoin [13] and fifteen for Ethereum [5]). This is unsatisfactory
for most centralized payment systems that need 1000 s of transactions per second (tx/s).
There is a problem called scalability trilemma which is a well-known problem on the
blockchain. This problem was first described by Vitalik Buterin, who is the cofounder of
Ethereum [14]. Vitalik points out that there are trade-offs between three important factors:
decentralization, scalability, and security.

The peer-to-peer network performance paradigm for blockchain technology needs to
be widely used and reliable proven. This thesis aims to scale blockchain transactions while
preserving its decentralized structure.

The main contributions of this work are proposing a solution based on parallel mining
rather than solo mining to prevent more than two miners from contributing an equal
amount of effort to solving a single block. Moreover, we propose the idea of automatically
selecting the optimal manager over all miners by using the particle swarm optimization
(PSO) algorithm. This process solves many problems of blockchain scalability problems
and makes the system more scalable by decreasing the waiting time if the manager fails
to respond. Additionally, the proposed model includes the process of a reward system
and the distribution of work. In this work, we propose the particle swarm optimization
proof of work (PSO-POW) model. Three scenarios have been tested which are solo mining,
parallel mining without using the PSO process, and parallel mining using the PSO process
(PSO-POW model) to ensure the power and robustness of the proposed model. This model
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has been tested using a range of case situations by adjusting the difficulty level and the
number of peers.

2. Literature Review

Many studies have attempted to address the issues with financial transactions. Numer-
ous technologies are employed to address this issue. The major technology to be discussed
here is blockchain.

The expansion of business calls for more reliable ways to share papers quickly and
without human interaction. The communication of business-related data across applica-
tions, based on a structured machinereadable format, is known as electronic data inter-
change (EDI) [15]. The information necessary from each trading partner is obtained from
the corresponding ERP system and translated into an EDI message standard that both
parties have agreed upon if two company partners use EDI for document exchange to
process a trade. Subsequently, automatically connecting to one another and exchanging
their standard EDI documents for handling transactions is possible. A somewhat complex
information technology infrastructure supports EDI. Data processing, data management,
and networking capabilities are just a few of the many operations needed to efficiently
convert data into an electronic format. Furthermore, dependable data transmission be-
tween distant parties and regulated access to data is needed [16]. A worldwide standard
identified as UN/ED-IFACT is utilized amongst the communicating parties to guarantee
compatibility with EDI communication [17].

Communication with people must be effective and efficient for a business to succeed.
In electronic communication, EDI offers a standardized and regulated type of communica-
tion. However, EDI use was expanding quickly, and stakeholders anticipated that it would
eventually overtake other forms of corporate communication in a number of sectors [18];
despite this, this technology is still lagging in terms of adoption [19]. The adoption of EDI
is significantly influenced by interorganizational trust, outside pressure, expenses, and the
size of adopting companies [20]. A robust method for the routine automated exchange of
data between parties who maintain a long-term commercial relationship is EDI. On the
other hand, the documentation chain is broken if many more parties—especially those
without EDI—are involved in the process. The information that had to be transmitted is no
longer a requirement. The significance of blockchain is shown here.

According to a recent projection [21], blockchain will increase company value by over
175$ billion annually by 2025 and by over 3$ trillion by 2030. By 2030, 10–20 percent of the
world’s economic infrastructure, according to another study [22], will be conducted utilizing
blockchain technology. Blockchain, according to researchers [23], will revolutionize the
exchange of electronic data. These upbeat and similar works have helped to significantly
enhance business interest in blockchain over the past few years.

Through a blockchain-based transaction system, the authors of [24] suggest a ban on
corruption and money laundering in non-governmental groups (NGOs) and government
fundraising organizations. They created a blockchain-based framework for the financial
transaction and tested it on the Rinkeby test network. The outcomes of the framework test
show that computing is significantly safer and devoid of any fraud. When compared to the
conventional client–server financial transaction system, the framework performs better.

The authors of [25] suggested a platform that enables several authorized users to
own and manage the network’s nodes. It does away with the third party’s involvement in
controlling the numerous transactions and financial data. Additionally, it encourages user–
user transactions before storing data about bank transactions in the blockchain. With the
help of this blockchain platform, customers may conduct private and secure transactions
for less money and without being subject to a foreign exchange cap.

In [26], the researchers suggest a blockchain-based encrypted messaging solution.
They put forth a blockchain-based messaging architecture that preserves the effectiveness
and security of the data stored on the blockchain. The users’ certificates were validated by
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the model using a smart contract, which checked the users’ public keys and identities. Users
are able to send encrypted messages thanks to the system’s complete decentralization.

The authors of [27] research paper presented a mechanism to protect mobile device
transactions using a blockchain-based server system through a mobile SIM serial-based
verification system. The user’s account is linked to the serial number of the subscriber
identity module (SIM). Thus, if an intruder attempts to make a transaction using a different
SIM, the model alerts mismatch of the login credentials. Based on that, the system notifies
the bank of the intruder’s location, and the bank sends an email containing the intruder’s
details to the registered user. Since the mobile serial number is specific to the SIM, the
intrusive party has no prospect of conducting any transactions from another handset.
Overcoming OTP-related issues may be the problem. Through the Ethereum blockchain
technology, which offers server-side database security, the bank may validate the digital
signatures used during the transaction and the consensus mechanism for transaction
confirmation. Therefore, utilizing blockchain-based security, it is possible to establish
mathematically that banking transactions are secure.

According to the researchers in [28], the Internet of things is moving in a way that will
increase the security, anonymity, and data integrity of Bitcoin. Although smart cards look to
be leading in technology and are very profitable, their high price prevents them from being
sold in all industries. Blockchain is a non-centralized data and transaction system created
specifically for cryptocurrencies. As a result, the primary characteristics of Bitcoins that
cause this problem are their provision of security, anonymity, and data integrity without
interfering with transactions.

A financial technologies (fintech) start-up was suggested by the researchers in [29] to
conduct financial transactions using blockchain technology and cryptocurrency in users’
digital marketing. Fintech is a useful invention that may energize established financial
markets. This study demonstrated how information technology supports innovation in
financial transactions, demonstrating how fintech presents a new paradigm.

The authors of [30] worked on cross-border transactions to make sure that they were
implemented. They suggested asymmetric consortium blockchain, a novel type of consor-
tium blockchain (ACB). The super node is supported by the new blockchain technology to
control all transactions across time. The researchers created a new smart contract to lessen
opportunity loss for each node and make the profits allocation scheme more equitable.
They used numerical experiments based on Shenzhen and Hong Kong transaction data to
demonstrate their theories. The results showed that the suggested ACB system is effective
and intelligent for the new cross-border transaction system.

In [31], the authors put forth a blockchain-based application for a decentralized
network-based transaction mechanism for financial data backup. Using a decentralized
distributed blockchain ledger, each node has a copy of the transactional information. There-
fore, a failure in a single node does not result in a complete loss of transaction data. The
account ledger component, which includes credit and debit transactions completed using
timestamps and transaction IDs, is what the system depends on. Each block also includes
a hash of the previous and current blocks, which are used to safeguard the information in
the chain in addition to the account ledger data.

The authors of [32] presented an IoT model-based system that uses a variety of
approaches to secure the blockchain system. The suggested approach includes a Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID)-based system for financial transactions. Only authorized
customers with access to the system may access the data it collects. As a result, the
first degree of security is implemented by employing M2M authentication to provide
authentication to the legitimate client. The transaction system can be accessed if the user
has been authenticated. The model system uses hashing to secure the transaction data
that is saved and makes use of blockchain technology. Results from experiments used to
validate the model show that it satisfies data security standards by implementing several
security techniques that enhance the generated hash’s privacy.
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By introducing the associated MapReduce financial transaction exploitation, the au-
thors of [33] evaluated the MapReduce characteristics and technology of financial trans-
action. Through examination and comparison of MapReduce and financial transaction
technologies, the work explores the MapReduce technology’s method for financial data
transaction. The work offered insightful opinions and recommendations for utilizing
MapReduce technology in financial transaction processes and for sustainable development.

By utilizing proof-of-work consensus techniques, they proposed a permissionless
blockchain networks method in [34] to increase scalability. The method’s introduction of
parallel proof of work enables all miners to participate equally in the competition and
assure that speed and power are rising. As the level of difficulty and the number of miners
rise, the results indicated tremendous promise for parallel proof of work.

The goal of the blockchain distribution network (BDN), which the authors utilized as
a trust model in [35] to overcome the scalability issue, is to secure peer-to-peer trust and al-
low blockchain systems to grow to thousands of transactions per second. Additionally, they
claimed that employing a global infrastructure to enable distributed blockchain systems in
a provably neutral manner will scale blockchain and cryptocurrencies at the same time.

In [36], the researcher employed two techniques, attribute-driven design (ADD) and
quality attribute workshop (QAW), to meet the needs of their system, which aims to ensure
security and availability through the application of three system-designed tactics: active
redundancy to fault recovery, identify actors to authenticate the access and encrypt data to
manage privacy.

To ensure a high pace of transactions in a permissioned block chain, a transaction
model was developed in [37]. Dual-channel parallel broadcast (DCPB) uses three tech-
niques to increase network performance and transaction rate: dual-channel model (DCM),
parallel pipeline technology (PPT), and block generation and broadcast backup (BGBB).
The experiment demonstrated an improvement in speed of 4–5 times when compared to
(PPT), and performance was better when compared to conventional resolution. The final
option, (BGBB), can accelerate processing by 25%.

The [38] writers proposed a PolyShard architecture that combines security, through-
put efficiency, and storage linear scaling. Instead of storing and processing a single un-
coded shard as is performed traditionally, the notion is that each node stores and computes
on a coded shard of the same size that is formed by linearly mixing uncoded shards. The
security against false results from malicious nodes is demonstrated by this coding, which is
made possible using noisy polynomial interpolation techniques.

According to this analysis of the literature, these works mostly leverage blockchain,
EDI, Internet of things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), and cloud computing technologies.
The majority of contemporary models employ blockchain to address the issue of transaction
security in financial transactions. Table 1 compares between the previously mentioned
researchers according to the main blockchain features, illustrating the achieved features
for each research. Other efforts have made use of big data, IoT, AI, and machine learning.
In our effort, we will concentrate on developing a new blockchain security model that
will use blockchain technology to enhance the scalability and the overall performance of
financial transactions using AI. Since most of modern technologies are used in such works
to handle the problems of financial transactions and most of research works did not touch
the performance and scalability of financial transaction using blockchain, in our work, we
will focus on using blockchain technology to improve the scalability and performance of
financial transaction.

Table 1. Comparative analysis against different features.

Papers

Features [33] [27] [35] [36] [26] [32] [37] [38]

Scalability - - X X X - - X

Confidentiality - X - - X X - -
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Table 1. Cont.

Papers

Integrity - X - - - X X -

Availability - - - - - X X -

Authentication - - - - - - - -

Permissioned - - - - - - - X

Permissionless - - X - - - - -

Privacy X - - - - - X -

Additionally, there is multi-objective particle swarm optimization for feature selection
with fuzzy cost, dual-surrogate assisted cooperative particle swarm optimization for ex-
pensive multimodal problems. Multi-objective optimization problems are optimization
problems with many objectives that clash with one another at the same time (MOPs).
Researchers have developed numerous great multi-objective optimization evolutionary
algorithms (MOEAs), which fall into three broad categories, to tackle multi-objective
optimization problems successfully. It primarily consists of MOEAs with dominance,
decomposition, and indicator bases [39].

Two PSO-based multi-objective FS functions have been put forth in [40]. The first way
makes advantage of the FS submissive concept. The Pareto front has been searched using
the mutation, gathering, and dominance to PSO concepts in the second technique.

3. Basic Methods and Techniques

In this section, the basics of the methods that are used in this thesis are discussed.
These methods and techniques are basically performed for the main phases of the scalability
model, which are parallel mining and selecting manager.

3.1. Scalability

Scalability is how quickly transactions can be handled on the Bitcoin network. Just like
other systems, blockchain has significant drawbacks [41,42], one of which is scalability. The
blockchain network is presently used for transactions, mining, and maintaining ledgers by
hundreds of cryptocurrencies. Although scaling problems affect all cryptocurrencies, VISA,
a conventional transaction provider, has already reached a peak of 10,547 transactions per
second [43]. Due to the diverse protocols used by each cryptocurrency, transaction speeds
vary. Table 2 derived from [44] displays the transaction and confirmation times for several
cryptocurrencies.

Table 2. The speed of various cryptocurrencies’ transactions [2].

Cryptocurrency Transactions per
Second

Average Transaction
Confirmation Time

Bitcoin 3–7 60 min

Ethereum 15–25 6 min

Ripple 1500 4 s

Bitcoin Cash 61 60 min

Stellar 1000 2–5 s

Litecoin 56 30 min

Monero 4 30 min

IOTA 1500 2 min

Dash 10–28 15 min
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Blockchain has certain distinctive elements or features that set it apart from conven-
tional systems. These features must be understood in order to understand blockchain.

3.2. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is one of the most important optimization tech-
niques as it simply implemented and works efficiently; it was proposed by Kennedy and
Eberhart [45]. It was compared with genetic algorithm (GA) [46], and it has been shown that
PSO performed with better accuracy in a smaller amount of time. Additionally, it has little
parameters to be tuned, as PSO does not need to adjust “mutation” or “recombination”.

Its inspiration comes from mimicking the attitude of a flock of birds or a school of fish.
There are some basic names for the PSO mechanism such as candidate solutions, which are
called particles in PSO, and the PSO population of these particles are called swarm. The
main idea of the PSO mechanism is that the population particles tour a multi-dimensional
problem space to achieve the unique standard goal that is reaching the optimal solution.
As the particles travel through the search space, they rely on their computation in three
basic experiences:

1. Their experience;
2. Neighborhood local experience (pbest);
3. nd Global best among all particles (gbest).

For PSO implementation, there are some parameters that should be tuned according to
the nature of the used application. The particles in the swarm do not tour in the search space
as one group, but are portioned into local groups depending on the local best (pbest) of
their computation. However, they take care of the global best (gbest) that gives experience
about the other particles in the surrounding local groups. Thus, PSO achieves the balance
between local and global exploration through caring about both the local and global best
computations. Additionally, in each iteration, the particles change their current position
by amount and direction of a velocity that is computed based on the local and global
computations as described in Figure 1.
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Where sk represents current searching position, vk represents current velocity, sk+1

represents new modified searching position, vk+1 represents new modified velocity, Vpbest
represents velocity with care of pbest, and Vgbest represents velocity with care of gbest.

Thus, all particles update their position based on main four parameters: (1) the current
position, (2) the current velocity, (3) the distance between the current position and pbest,
and (4) the distance between the current position and gbest. The main architecture of PSO
is shown in Figure 2.
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4. Proposed PSO-POW Scaling Model

In this section, we perform a strategy that uses parallel mining rather than solo
mining to speed up the proof of work procedure. The aim is to prevent more than two
miners from contributing an equal amount of effort to solving a single block. Additionally,
an optimization method is used to select the best manager for each epoch.

4.1. Proof of Work (POW) Phase

The Bitcoin index, the preceding block’s hash value, and the timestamp are three
pieces of information that are used by the miners in the proof of work process that are all
identical. It is possible that the nonce value selected by the miners and the nature of the
transactions could vary. All miners will utilize identical transaction data, but a different
nonce, thanks to the way the suggested approach is constructed. As a result, no two miners
will ever do the same task. All miners will therefore use identical data, save for the nonce
for a specific block.

Management must make sure that no two miners use the same nonce value and that
all miners utilize the same transaction data in order to create such an environment. Every
era will have a different manager, who will be selected from the miners. An epoch in this
context holds the span of time between two blocks. In this scenario, the management, not
the miner, will decide which nonce has to be computed. The management can make sure
that no two miners utilize the identical nonce value in this way. The manager is also in
charge of generating the transaction hash for each block that falls under his or her purview,
which will be given to the miners along with the nonce value. The transaction hash should
be the same for all miners, unlike nonces. In a conventional system, each node is directly or
indirectly connected to every other node. They will still be linked together in the planned
system, and they will also have a direct line to the management.

The blockchain should begin with a genesis block that contains no transactions. The
management for the following block (Block 1) will be chosen at random; however, for
the following blocks, the manager who has an optimum value of the compute average
transaction number of a node will be optimally selected, as will be explained in the next
sections. The conventional approach will now be used, as all miners compete with one
another to solve the genesis block. The epoch for the subsequent block will start when
a miner solves the genesis block. At this stage, the suggested solution will be successful.

As shown in Figure 3, the manager will initially produce a transaction hash using the
unconfirmed transactions while also producing multiple sets of nonces. No single nonce
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value should appear in more than one group; instead, each group will contain a range of
nonce values. The manager must first construct and register at least m number of groups if
there are m active miners in the network. The manager will then give each active miner
a group of nonces and the transaction hash. No two miners will belong to the same group,
thanks to the mechanism. The available transaction data and the range of nonce assigned
to each miner, with the exception of the manager, will now be used to try to solve the
next block.
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More groups of nonces will be generated and registered simultaneously by the man-
ager. A miner will request a fresh nonce range from the manager once all of the nonce
values in the allotted range have been used. The manager will then give the miner access
to an unoccupied range. Once more, if a new miner joins the network and requests the
manager’s assistance, the manager will provide the new miner the same transaction data
plus a fresh batch of nonces. Because of this, the manager should produce as many
groupings of nonces as they can. The procedure will keep going until a predetermined
answer to the current nonce is discovered.

4.2. New Manager Selection Phase

Each block’s manager will switch under the suggested procedure. A manager’s
validity is limited to the block for which they are accountable. Only a miner who has
an optimal value of an average transaction number of a node (ATN) can be a manager. PSO
used to do this, as illustrated in Algorithm 1. In contrast to block 1, whose manager will be
selected at random, the genesis block has no manager because it contains no transactions.
The manager chosen will be the one who is optimally selected by the PSO algorithm for the
remaining blocks.

Calculate a node’s average transaction number (ATN): By completing the question-
naires Mi for the aptitude tests, we obtain the state of the i-th node. This questionnaire
evaluates each node’s average transaction volume based on four factors: node properties
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(CRT), network nature (HCL), safety components (DAA), and reward value (RV). The
following chart shows the primary and nine subsidiary influencing factors:

M = CRT, HCL, DAA (1)

CRT = calculate − power − ratio, online − time, pay − off (2)

HCL = hop, connection - number, latency (3)

DAA = discarded − probability, atracked − probability, 10ttract − probability (4)

Alex won the 2012 ImageNet challenge and proposed the AlexNet network structure
model for picture categorization. In order to complete a capability assessment system,
a modified AlexNet was suggested. The goal is to fit the input characteristic matrix M to the
average transaction number ATN. Reward value will be explained in the next subsection.

ATN = f (M) = f (CRT, HCL, DAA, RV) (5)

Manager selection using PSO algorithm: Equation (5) is the fitness function for PSO
algorithm that should be maximized to select the best manager who has the optimal value
of ATN, as will be shown in the following PSO algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Manger Selection Algorithm

1: Randomly initialize the swarm particles within the range shown in Table 3.
2: Calculate the fitness function for all particles in the swarm according to Equation (5).
3: Initialize pbest and gbest, with the value of pbest of specific particle assigned from the objective
values that are computed, and the value of gbest computed by selecting the best value of all
pbest values.
4: For each particle in the swarm, velocity is measured according to Equation (1).
5: All particles position values are recomputed according to Equation (2)
6: Update the value of fitness function for all particles, both pbest and gbest.
7: Check the stopping criteria. If achieved, the threshold values will be the particles posi-tions of
gbest. If not, go to step 4.
8: Output: The machine with the best value of ATN

Table 3. Chosen parameters for PSO implementation.

Parameter Value

Num of iterations 100

Swarm size 20

C1 1.5

C2 1.5

Vmax 2

Vmin −2

Xmax 255

Xmin 0

As illustrated from Algorithm 1, PSO will select the best machine that has the optimal
value of ATN, and it will be the new manager for the next block. In Figure 4, M6 has the
best ATN value, so it was selected to be the manager of the next block (block 1). Once
M6 acted as manager for block 1, it was unable to compete with other miners as a typical
miner would.
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4.3. Reward Value

The amount of money that can currently be mined as a reward for each block in
Bitcoin (2018) is 12.5 BTC. Following the creation of a block, the miner will be able to mine
a set quantity of cryptocurrency using the suggested technique. However, not all of the
transaction fees for all of the transactions will go to the miner. Instead, the transaction fees
will be shared between the manager and the miner who solved the block, with the manager
receiving 65% of the transaction fee.

An example is provided in Figure 5, where Block 1 is solved by M8 with M6 as the
manager of that block. M8 and M6 will receive 35% and 65%, respectively, of the transaction
fee. Since the manager generates the transaction data, he or she is rewarded more than the
miner who found the block’s solution. When a miner has finished fulfilling his or her duty
as manager, they will both collect their rewards (mining and transaction fees).
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Speed of the transaction, fairness to miners, decentralization, and solving the problem
of multi-block selection are the main characteristics of the solutions that have been offered.
The subsections that follow go into more depth.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section, three scenarios were introduced. First, the test has been conducted
against solo mining. Then, the parallel mining with the original step of selecting a manger
was tested. Finally, the test has been conducted with parallel mining with the process step of
optimization with PSO. Each scenario’s results are introduced. Additionally, an explanation
is performed between the different scenarios’ results.

5.1. Evaluation Environment

In this section, a description of the used programming languages and tools is intro-
duced. The code for the proposed model was created using the Go programming language.
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In particular, a peer-to-peer network has been created utilizing the Golang GX library [47].
The same program can be distributed to various nodes using this decentralized package
manager. The proof of work has been carried out using the cryptographic hash technique
SHA-256. The genesis block has been core coded; however, it lacks a transaction history
and a previous hash value. By default, the manager for the following block will be the
miner that connects to the system first except in the POW-PSO scenario, where it will be
randomly selected by the PSO only in the first iteration.

The suggested solution has been put into practice using a peer-to-peer network with
a ring structure [48]. A maximum of two nodes can be connected to by each node. A node
that is connected to a network can create a new connection for another node to use so as
to join the network. Every node address includes a distinct IP and ID. Each node’s ID is
unique and generated at random. The IP is the node’s network address, which a new node
can connect to. A node cannot accept new connections once it has established a connection
with another node.

Diagrams of the network with different IP addresses and unique IDs are shown in
Figures 6 and 7. The network’s first peer is indicated here by the blue highlighted peer.
The last peer connected to the network, marked in orange, is waiting for an incoming
connection. The following figure illustrates how a miner assumes the role of a manager,
and a direct connection is made with every other peer. In this instance, the peer with peer
ID 104 is managing. Both locally and remotely, the suggested system has been evaluated.
The evaluation of the proposed model has been performed with three different scenarios.
First, it was performed against solo mining. Then, the parallel mining with the original
step of selecting a manger was tested. Finally, the test was conducted with parallel mining
with the process step of optimization with PSO.

We employed a Docker container to put this strategy into practice (docker.com).
A Linux-based container with its own network interface is offered by Docker. All peers
will be connected to a special network that Docker has constructed. The implementation
was carried out using a Core i7-8750H CPU clocked at 2.20 GHz and the Ubuntu operating
system. There are 8.00 GB of RAM installed.
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5.2. Pool Mining Scenario (First Scenario)

In this scenario, to evaluate the solution, it is crucial to divide the resources evenly to
each peer. As we mentioned, a Docker container was employed to put this strategy into
practice. Each miner has been given a 10% share of the total resource to ensure that they
all have an equal amount of computing power. Another identical environment has been
created utilizing the same resources and components in order to compare the test results
with the current system. The miners are lone workers in this arrangement. As in the current
arrangement, they are in competition with one another, and the successful miner obtains
the entire payout.

The scenario has been run using various peer counts, with varying degrees of difficulty.
Here, the difficulty level designates the smallest string of consecutive zeros that must come
before a valid hash. The test results based on solo mining are shown in Figure 8. Here,
“average time (s)” refers to the typical amount of time, measured in seconds, needed to
solve a block. A total of 20 multiple experiments were tested under identical circumstances,
averaging the outcomes. The index, timestamp, transaction hash, prior hash, and nonce are
used as input to determine the solution.
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5.3. Parallel Mining Scenario (Second Scenario)

In this scenario, to evaluate the solution, it is not crucial to divide the resources evenly
to each peer, as in real life, this is not logical. So, we use Docker so as to not equally divide
the resources among each peer. This step’s results will be noted in the following scenario
when we use PSO to select the best manager.

Same as the previous scenario, parallel mining has been run using various peer counts,
with varying degrees of difficulty. The test results based on parallel mining are shown in
Figure 9. Additionally, 20 multiple experiments were tested under identical circumstances,
averaging the outcomes.
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There is no discernible difference between solo mining and parallel mining at difficulty
levels 1, 2, 3, and 4. Parallel mining has improved for difficulty levels 5, 6, and 7, and as
Figures 8 and 9 show, this improvement becomes more noticeable as the difficulty level
and the number of miners’ rise. In solo mining, the average time is solely influenced
by the difficulty, whereas in parallel mining, the average time is influenced by both the
difficulty and the quantity of peers. The average amount of time needed grows as difficulty
level does.

Once more, when the number of peers rises, the average time falls since fewer miners
are performing the same tasks in tandem. Another crucial point to note is that, regardless
of the number of peers, the average time required by one peer in parallel mining is almost
identical to that of solo mining. This is due to the fact that no parallel work is being
performed while there is only one miner participating in parallel mining. Compared to
one miner, the improvement increases by 34% for five miners. It should be mentioned that
depending on the processing power allotted to the miners, the outcomes could change.

However, there is still a problem in this model: if multiple miners solve the hash at
the same time, which miner will be the next selected manager. This is a significant problem
with how Bitcoin is now validated. The longest chain is always trusted by Bitcoin clients.
The block is therefore accepted by the majority of miners (at least 51%) and is added to the
blockchain network if two miners solve the hash simultaneously. The other miners’ efforts
will be for nothing. For a certain period of time, this condition may occur in a parallel chain
in the network. Clients must therefore wait until there are enough confirmed blocks. The
typical wait time in Bitcoin is six blocks. So, in the following scenario, this problem will
be handled.
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5.4. Parallel Mining Scenario with PSO (PSO-POW Scaling Model) (Third Scenario)

Additionally, in this scenario, we use Docker to not equally divide the resources
among each peer. Similar to the previous two scenarios, parallel mining with PSO has been
implemented using various peer counts, with varying degrees of difficulty. The test results
based on PSO-POW model are shown in Figure 10. Furthermore, 20 multiple experiments
were tested under identical circumstances and averaging the outcomes.
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As can be noticed from Figure 10, the average time decreases with the increase in peers
because the miners are handling the tasks in parallel. Additionally, from Figures 9 and 10,
it can be noted that the average time for PSO-POW is less than in parallel mining (second
scenario) for the same difficulty level and the number of peers.

Using PSO ensures that there is no suspended time to wait for selecting the best
manager, as it automatically selects the miner with the best features. The previous process
makes the model more scalable and enhances the overall performance of the model. As in
the second scenario (parallel mining without PSO), we face a problem of hanging because
of the many miners who end the tasks at the same time. However, PSO solves this problem
by fast selecting the best one of them to be a manager, which makes the model faster and
more scalable to entering more peers without any effect on model speed or scalability.

All miners in the proposed model must rely on the manager to receive a transaction
hash and nonces at the start of each epoch. There may be a single point of failure if the
management disconnects or does not reply. However, this is a very unlikely outcome
given the suggested PSO process. A selected miner will be rewarded for carrying out their
managerial duties.

Table 4 compares our results with most relevant paper for parallel mining [35] against
a different difficulty (D) and a different number of peers (P) for 15 blocks, showing the
time in minutes. When we compared them against different numbers of peers (7P, 19P, and
25P) we found that POW-PSO outperformed parallel mining with respect to achieved time
(POW-PSO achieved little time in minutes, maintaining a minority ratio with an increasing
number of peers). This comes from the speed of response in dealing with the single
point of failure and the speed of selecting the manager process. So, by increasing the
number of peers for POW-PSO, there is a significant decrease in time with robustness of
the model (scalability). From another point of view, comparing between two scenarios
against a difficulty (block creation time), the minute differences for 7D against 10D when
the number of peers is increased from 7P to 25P can be noticed. For the proposed model,
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the difference in time from 7P to 25P is the highest for both 7D and 10D as illustrated in
Table 4. Thus, we can again ensure that the proposed POW-PSO model was more efficient
with increasing difficulty level.

Table 4. Comparison between traditional parallel mining with proposed model (POW-PSO) against
achieved results.

Time Required to Solve
a Block with

Parallel Mining
(Second Scenario) [35]

Parallel Mining with PSO
(POW-PSO) Model (Third Scenario)

(15 Blocks/6D/7P) 15.64 min 13.67 min

(15 Blocks/6D/19P) 15.18 min 7.80 min

(15 Blocks/6D/25P) 10.08 min 6.49 min

(15 Blocks/10D/7P) 57.11 min 39.65 min

(15 Blocks/10D/19P) 52.30 min 31.73 min

(15 Blocks/10D/25P) 48.34 min 27.86 min

The single point of failure will only last for the one iteration in which it occurs thanks
to the way the proposed model is constructed. The miner can produce the transaction
hash and the nonces if a manager does not react. Every miner in blockchain systems
without authorization has access to every transaction record. As a result, the miner will use
a separate nonce and transaction hash for that block in place of the conventional scheme.
Because the miners will work alone rather than in parallel, this sort of period will take
longer. However, since the manager was chosen by PSO, the subsequent block will once
more adhere to the suggested method.

Another problem which is (many miners solve the hash at the same time) significant
is how Bitcoin is now validated. The longest chain is always trusted by Bitcoin clients. The
block is therefore accepted by the majority of miners (at least 51%), and is added to the
blockchain network if two miners solve the hash simultaneously. The other miners’ efforts
will be for nothing. For a certain period of time, this condition may occur in a parallel chain
in the network. Clients must therefore wait until there are enough confirmed blocks. The
typical wait time in Bitcoin is six blocks.

This waiting period is cut down in the suggested PSO-POW model. When two miners
complete a hash simultaneously, PSO will automatically choose one of their results to serve
as the prior hash for the following block. Along with transaction information and a range
of nonces, the manager will disseminate this information to all miners. The manager for the
following block will be the miner whose response is chosen by PSO process. Furthermore,
the model will prevent more than one miner from serving as a manager for a given block.
A parallel chain in the network is therefore less likely than it is in the current setup.

A malicious manager might try to hurt a miner by giving them a used set of nonces.
Since the manager must register each nonce range with the system, this is effectively
impossible. Multiple users using the same nonce range is not supported by the system. The
management is also unaware of miner information until he discovers a solution. Therefore,
it is quite improbable that the manager will hurt a particular miner.

A manager cannot be aware of how many peers are working concurrently. As a result,
a manager needs to keep creating and registering nonce range to the network. A new
peer must request a new nonce range and the transaction data when it first connects. The
transaction data and a fresh nonce range that has not yet been used by any miner will then
be given to him. This process makes the model more scalable.

Sybil Attack: A malevolent person using numerous fictitious identities attempts a Sybil
attack to take over a network or sway its decisions. In effect, this cannot happen because of
the manager who controls most of the decisions; additionally, it is changed every iteration
to ensure fairness.
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Race Condition Attack: An attempt by a bad actor to unfairly advantage themselves
by taking advantage of the fact that several nodes frequently run blockchains is known as
a race condition attack. This cannot happen in our model, as the manager is the only one
that can generate the nonces and control the flood of the blockchain.

6. Conclusions

The suggested model introduces parallel proof of work, in which all miners compete
to solve the puzzle simultaneously. The results of our implementation and evaluation of
the suggested method in the local environment indicate substantial promise for parallel
proof of work as the level of difficulty and the number of miners rise. We propose the
automatic manager selection process by using particle swarm optimization algorithm. This
process helped in selecting the most appropriate miner to be a manager.

The PSO-POW is for solving the problem of the waiting period. In the event that two
miners perform a hash concurrently, PSO will automatically select one of their outputs
to act as the prior hash for the subsequent block. The manager will communicate this
information to all miners along with transaction information and a variety of nonces. The
miner whose response is selected by the PSO process will serve as the manager for the next
block. The methodology will also stop multiple miners from acting as managers for the
same block. Therefore, the likelihood of a parallel chain in the network is lower than it is in
the current configuration.

The appropriate value for parameters is a very important task, as it has an effect on
the next steps of the scalable model results. In this thesis, PSO has proved ots efficiency in
selecting the appropriate parameters values to obtain the optimal manager for the POW
model. In terms of future work, blockchain and transaction processing methods in the field
of cryptocurrencies and Bitcoin will be the main focus.
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